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X-ray emission from normal galaxies 

• no AGN 

• hot ISM      

Centaurus A, Chandra 
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Normal ellipticals

Late-type galaxies

• X-ray binaries: 
•  old galaxies – LMXBs  
•  star-forming galaxies – HMXBs 

• faint compact objects  



Star-forming galaxies 
HMXBs (~2/3 of LX) 

Marat Gilfanov,  

hot gas (~1/3) 

Grimm, Gilfanov, Sunyaev 2003  
Mineo, Gilfanov, Sunyaev 2011, 2012 
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Star-forming galaxies – total Lx 

Marat Gilfanov 

Mineo, Gilfanov, Sunyaev 2012 

redshift range z~0–1.3 

rms~0.4 dex scatter is real 
possible origin: 

age, metal abundances ... 

Garmisch, 20/10/2011 

€ 

LX ≈ SFR × 4⋅ 1039  erg/s
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SNe rate 

HMXB response to SF event 

time after SF event, Myrs 

Shtykovsky & Gilfanov 2007 



Elliptical galaxies 
low-mass X-ray binaries 

Marat Gilfanov Garmisch, 20/10/2011 

hot gas 

Gilfanov 2004 Jones et al
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Populations of LMXBs 

depend on the age… 

… globular cluster 
content of the galaxy 

etc… 
Marat Gilfanov Garmisch, 20/10/2011 
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X-ray luminosity functions 

compact X-ray sources 
in spiral and elliptical 
galaxies have different 
XLFs 

different accretion regimes  
in LMXBs and HMXBs: 
o  Roche lobe overflow 
o  accretion from the stellar 

wind 

Marat Gilfanov Garmisch, 20/10/2011 



Ultra-luminous X-ray sources (ULX) 

•  ULXs are associated with 
star-formation 

•  log(LX)≤40 sources – must 
be a tail of the distribution of 
“usual” HMXBs 

•  nature of log(LX)≥40 sources  
still unclear: 
o  unexplored accretion regimes 
o  intermediate mass black holes 

Marat Gilfanov Garmisch, 20/10/2011 

Eddington limit 
of 10M object 



Implications for the binary evolution 

 the large specific frequency of HMXBs, per unit SFR 

 implies high efficiency of HMXB formation 

 20-30% of NS and BH become X-ray sources within 100 Myrs 
from their formation 

 3-4% of BHs become X-ray sources with LX>1039 erg/s  
  LMXBs are extremely rare – 1 out of 106 NS becomes bright X-ray 

source in an LMXB 

 accreting NS and BH of stellar mass account for ~5-7% of 
Cosmic X-ray Background 

Marat Gilfanov Garmisch, 20/10/2011 

€ 

NHMXB (L >1035) ≈135 ×SFR
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Implications for the massive stars IMF 
accretion of radiation pressure driven stellar wind 

€ 

˙ M wind ∝ L* 

L* ∝ M*
3 
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⇒ ˙ M wind ∝ M*

3 ⇒ ˙ M acc ∝ ˙ M wind ∝ M*
3

more accurate consideration (Bondi accr. etc) :
˙ M acc ∝ M*

2.5 ⇒ Lx ∝ M*
2.5     (Postnov, 2004)
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⇒α IMF = 2.5 × αXLF −1.5

α IMF ,αXLF −  IMF and XLF slopes :   dN
dLX

= M*
−αXLF ; dN

dM*
= M*

−α IMF

αXLF =1.6 ± 0.15⇒α IMF = 2.5 ± 0.4   (Salpeter :  α IMF = 2.35)
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Normal galaxies in the eRosita 
all-sky survey survey 

source counts 

Ranalli et al., 2006

HDF-N 

AGNnormal  
galaxies

eR
os

ita
 HDF-N   ~100 AGN per sq.degree 

  ~2 galaxies per 3-4 
sq.degrees (~1 elliptical, ~1 
spiral) 

  ~15-20 thousand normal 
galaxies in the survey 



…as seen by eRosita 

10 kpc=40 arcsec  
@ D=100 Mpc  

effective angular 
resolution in the survey 
~30 arcsec HPD 

⇒ eRosita will mostly 
measure total luminosity 

Marat Gilfanov Garmisch, 20/10/2011 
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1 arcmin

1 arcmin

Fig. 5. Images of the galaxies NGC 4038/4039 (top) and М51 (bottom) in the 0.5–2 keV band. The original Chandra images
are shown on the left; the modeled images of these galaxies to be obtained in the 4-year all-sky survey are shown on the right.
The modeled images were convolved with a Gaussian (1σ) ≈ 10′′ in width to smooth out the statistical Poissonian noise.

with a factor of ∼2 lower star formation rate and
located a factor of ∼2–3 closer, the contribution from
the most luminous sources can be resolved. Note that
the example of the Antennae galaxies illustrates the
most unfavorable situation—the fraction of the ultra-
luminous sources within 35 Mpc located in galaxies
with comparable and higher star formation rates will
not exceed ∼20%.

CONCLUSIONS

We analyzed the main statistical properties of nor-
mal galaxies to be detected in the all-sky survey by
the eROSITA X-ray telescope of the Spectrum-X-
Gamma observatory.

(1) The expected numbers of normal late-type
(∼star-forming) and early-type (∼elliptical) galaxies
to be detected in the 0.5–2 keV (2–8 keV) band
are ∼7200–10 000 (∼300–400) and ∼8400 (∼80),
respectively. All or almost all of the galaxies enter into
the existing far-infrared (IRAS) and near-infrared
(2MASS) sky surveys. The sample of star-forming
galaxies will be approximately equivalent to that in
the IRAS catalog of infrared sources. Thus, a large

homogeneous sample of normal galaxies with mea-
sured X-ray, near-infrared, and far-infrared fluxes will
be formed as a result of the eROSITA all-sky survey.

(2) Approximately 90% of the galaxies in the
survey are located within !200–400 Mpc, with
the most probable distance (the maximum of the
differential distribution) for both types of galaxies
being ∼70–90 Mpc. Ten percent of the brightest
galaxies are located closer, at distances ∼30–40 Mpc,
while 10% of the faintest galaxies are distributed more
uniformly up to distances !300–500 Mpc.

(3) The maxima of the luminosity distributions
dN/d log L are reached at luminosities log L ∼ 40.6
and log L ∼ 41 for star-forming and elliptical galax-
ies, respectively. Thus, star-forming galaxies with a
relatively high star formation rate, SFR ∼ 20M! yr−1,
and massive elliptical galaxies with a stellar mass
log M∗ ∼ 11.3 will be most probable in the survey.
The soft X-ray emission from the latter is attributable
mainly to a hot interstellar gas.

(4) The expected number of ultraluminous X-ray
sources (LX > 1040 erg s−1 in the 0.5–8 keV band)
in galaxies within 35 Mpc is ∼85. In this case, ∼80%

ASTRONOMY LETTERS Vol. 35 No. 5 2009

М51 

Antennae 
Chandra eRosita 



Distributions of detected galaxies 
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Fig. 3. Expected cumulative (left) and differential (right) distance distributions of star-forming (bottom) and elliptical (top)
galaxies in the survey in the 0.5–2 keV band. The right panels show the distributions of the complete sample of galaxies (solid
line), 10% of the brightest (dotted line) and 10% of the faintest (dashed line) galaxies. The normalization of all differential
distributions on the right panels is the same.

with a fit in the form (3) and the following pa-
rameters: φ∗ = (0.9+1.1

−0.4) × 10−4 [Mpc−3/d log L],
α = −1.79+0.13

−0.14, log L∗ = 41.25+0.25
−0.18 [erg s−1]. The

theoretical curve of counts calculated using Eq. (1)
is shown in Fig. 2. Also shown in Fig. 2 is the
observed log N– log S curve for early-type galaxies
(Georgakakis et al. 2006b). The points correspond
to the Chandra observations in the range of faint
fluxes, fX(0.5–2 keV) ≈ 10−17–10−15 erg s−1 cm−2,
and to the XMM-Newton observations in the range
fX(0.5–2 keV) ≈ 10−15–10−13 erg s−1 cm−2. It
follows from the constructed curve of counts that the
expected number of early-type galaxies to be detected
during the eROSITA all-sky survey in the 0.5–2 keV
band is ∼8400.

The emission from LMXBs in the 2–8 keV band
dominates over the emission from the hot interstellar
gas with a much softer spectrum. Therefore, to esti-
mate the number of elliptical galaxies in the 2–8 keV
band, we may neglect the contribution from the hot

gas and assume that the entire emission from early-
type galaxies is associated with compact sources—
LMXBs. As was shown by Gilfanov (2004), the
X-ray luminosity of LMXBs is linearly related to
the near-infrared luminosity: LX[erg s−1] = 7.5 ×
1028LK [L#]. Using this relation and the observed
K-band luminosity function of early-type galaxies
(Kochanek et al. 2001), we can obtain the lumi-
nosity function of elliptical galaxies in the standard
2–8 keV X-ray band. Our calculations based on
Eq. (1) by taking into account the survey sensitivity
S0(2–8 keV) = 1.0 × 10−13 erg s−1 cm−2 yield an
estimate of ∼80 early-type galaxies to be detected in
the 2–8 keV band during the all-sky survey by the
eROSITA telescope. Note that this estimate, just as
the estimate given at the end of the previous section,
predicts the number of galaxies to be detected in the
hard energy band independently of the information
obtained in the 0.5–2.0 keV band. At the same time,
the number of galaxies for which the 2–8 keV flux will
be measured will be slightly larger.
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Fig. 4. Expected luminosity distributions of star-forming
(solid line) and elliptical (dashed line) galaxies in the
0.5–2 keV in the eROSITA all-sky survey. The distribu-
tions were normalized to the same number of galaxies.

THE DISTANCE AND LUMINOSITY
DISTRIBUTIONS OF GALAXIES

Given the X-ray luminosity functions of star-
forming and elliptical galaxies and the eROSITA sen-
sitivity, we can determine the distance and luminosity
distributions of normal galaxies to be detected in the
survey:

N (d < DL(z)) =
z∫

0

dz′
dV (z′)

dz′
(4)

×
log Lmax∫

log Lmin(z′)

φ(log L, z′)d log L,

dN(L)
d log L

=

zmax(L)∫

0

dV (z)
dz

φ(log L, z)dz, (5)

where φ(log L) is the luminosity function, Lmin(z) =
4πDL(z)2S0, S0 is the survey sensitivity, DL(z) is
the luminosity distance, and zmax is defined by the
relation L = S04πD2

L(zmax). In the integration based
on Eqs. (4) and (5), we used the same observed lu-
minosity functions in the 0.5–2 keV band as those
used in counting the number of galaxies. The results
of our calculations of N(<DL) and dN(L)/d log L
are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. It follows from the figures

that ∼90% of the star-forming and elliptical galaxies
to be detected in the survey are located within ∼200
and ∼400 Mpc, respectively, while the maxima of
the differential distributions for both types of galaxies
dN(DL)/dDL lie at distances of ∼70–90 Мпк. Fig-
ure 3 also shows the distance distributions for 10%
of the brightest and 10% of the faintest galaxies. We
see that the range of high fluxes in the log N– log S
distribution is attributable to nearby galaxies that
are appreciably closer than the sample on average.
Their distribution is at a maximum at a distance of
∼30–40 Mpc. In contrast, the faintest galaxies are,
on average, farther and are distributed almost uni-
formly at distances !300–500 Mpc. The maxima of
the differential luminosity distribution dN(L)/d log L
are reached at luminosities log L ∼ 40.6 and log L ∼
41.0 for star-forming and elliptical galaxies, respec-
tively. The luminosity distributions for 10% of the
brightest and 10% of the faintest galaxies virtually
coincide closely with that for the complete sample.

The typical luminosities of the galaxies in the sur-
vey can be correlated with the star formation rate
(late-type galaxies) or the total stellar mass (early-
type galaxies). The total X-ray luminosity of star-
forming galaxies is proportional to the current star
formation rate (Grimm et al. 2003; Ranalli et al. 2003;
Shtykovkiy and Gilfanov 2005):

L0.5–2 keV[erg s−1] ≈ 2.2 × 1039SFR [M# yr−1].
(6)

Thus, the peak of the luminosity distribution for star-
forming galaxies, log L [erg s−1] ∼ 40.6, corresponds
to a star formation rate SFR ∼ 20M# yr−1.

The main X-ray sources in elliptical galaxies are
LMXBs and a hot interstellar gas. The dependence
of the X-ray luminosity on the total stellar mass of
the galaxy is different for these two types of sources.
The luminosity attributable to LMXBs is directly pro-
portional to the stellar mass of the galaxy (Gilfanov
2004):

L0.5–2 keV[erg s−1] ∼ 4 × 1038M∗[1010 M#]. (7)

The coefficient from Gilfanov (2004) that corresponds
to early-type galaxies was corrected for the contribu-
tion from sources with a luminosity !1037 erg s−1

and was recalculated to the 0.5–2 keV band by as-
suming a power-law spectrum with a photon index
of 1.8 and absorption NH = 3 × 1020 cm−2. Note
that, in this case, the contribution from luminous soft
sources with a luminosity log LX ∼ 38.7–39.5 is not
taken into account quite accurately. Therefore, Eq. (7)
slightly underestimates the total luminosity of the
LMXBs in elliptical galaxies. The X-ray luminosity of
the hot interstellar gas is related to the optical B-band
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Normal galaxies in the survey 

  ~2 galaxies per 3-4 degr2  
(~1 elliptical, ~1 spiral) 

  ~15-20 thousand galaxies in total 

  90% – closer than ~200–400 Mpc 

  a typical galaxy in the survey: 
•  D ~ 70-90 Mpc  
•  log(LX) ~ 40.5 – 41  
•  star-forming SFR~20 M/yr 
•  elliptical log(M*)~11.3 
•  listed in the IRAS and/or 2MASS 

catalogs 

Marat Gilfanov Garmisch, 20/10/2011 

Prokopenko & Gilfanov, 2009 
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Fig. 4. Expected luminosity distributions of star-forming
(solid line) and elliptical (dashed line) galaxies in the
0.5–2 keV in the eROSITA all-sky survey. The distribu-
tions were normalized to the same number of galaxies.

THE DISTANCE AND LUMINOSITY
DISTRIBUTIONS OF GALAXIES

Given the X-ray luminosity functions of star-
forming and elliptical galaxies and the eROSITA sen-
sitivity, we can determine the distance and luminosity
distributions of normal galaxies to be detected in the
survey:

N (d < DL(z)) =
z∫

0

dz′
dV (z′)

dz′
(4)

×
log Lmax∫
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where φ(log L) is the luminosity function, Lmin(z) =
4πDL(z)2S0, S0 is the survey sensitivity, DL(z) is
the luminosity distance, and zmax is defined by the
relation L = S04πD2

L(zmax). In the integration based
on Eqs. (4) and (5), we used the same observed lu-
minosity functions in the 0.5–2 keV band as those
used in counting the number of galaxies. The results
of our calculations of N(<DL) and dN(L)/d log L
are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. It follows from the figures

that ∼90% of the star-forming and elliptical galaxies
to be detected in the survey are located within ∼200
and ∼400 Mpc, respectively, while the maxima of
the differential distributions for both types of galaxies
dN(DL)/dDL lie at distances of ∼70–90 Мпк. Fig-
ure 3 also shows the distance distributions for 10%
of the brightest and 10% of the faintest galaxies. We
see that the range of high fluxes in the log N– log S
distribution is attributable to nearby galaxies that
are appreciably closer than the sample on average.
Their distribution is at a maximum at a distance of
∼30–40 Mpc. In contrast, the faintest galaxies are,
on average, farther and are distributed almost uni-
formly at distances !300–500 Mpc. The maxima of
the differential luminosity distribution dN(L)/d log L
are reached at luminosities log L ∼ 40.6 and log L ∼
41.0 for star-forming and elliptical galaxies, respec-
tively. The luminosity distributions for 10% of the
brightest and 10% of the faintest galaxies virtually
coincide closely with that for the complete sample.

The typical luminosities of the galaxies in the sur-
vey can be correlated with the star formation rate
(late-type galaxies) or the total stellar mass (early-
type galaxies). The total X-ray luminosity of star-
forming galaxies is proportional to the current star
formation rate (Grimm et al. 2003; Ranalli et al. 2003;
Shtykovkiy and Gilfanov 2005):

L0.5–2 keV[erg s−1] ≈ 2.2 × 1039SFR [M# yr−1].
(6)

Thus, the peak of the luminosity distribution for star-
forming galaxies, log L [erg s−1] ∼ 40.6, corresponds
to a star formation rate SFR ∼ 20M# yr−1.

The main X-ray sources in elliptical galaxies are
LMXBs and a hot interstellar gas. The dependence
of the X-ray luminosity on the total stellar mass of
the galaxy is different for these two types of sources.
The luminosity attributable to LMXBs is directly pro-
portional to the stellar mass of the galaxy (Gilfanov
2004):

L0.5–2 keV[erg s−1] ∼ 4 × 1038M∗[1010 M#]. (7)

The coefficient from Gilfanov (2004) that corresponds
to early-type galaxies was corrected for the contribu-
tion from sources with a luminosity !1037 erg s−1

and was recalculated to the 0.5–2 keV band by as-
suming a power-law spectrum with a photon index
of 1.8 and absorption NH = 3 × 1020 cm−2. Note
that, in this case, the contribution from luminous soft
sources with a luminosity log LX ∼ 38.7–39.5 is not
taken into account quite accurately. Therefore, Eq. (7)
slightly underestimates the total luminosity of the
LMXBs in elliptical galaxies. The X-ray luminosity of
the hot interstellar gas is related to the optical B-band
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Ultra-luminous X-ray sources 

•  ~85 sources with log(LX)>40 
within 35 Mpc 

•  ~80% log(LX)>40 sources – 
the only ULX in a galaxy 

•  XLF of brightest ULXs may 
be possible 

Marat Gilfanov Garmisch, 20/10/2011 
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Fig. 5. Images of the galaxies NGC 4038/4039 (top) and М51 (bottom) in the 0.5–2 keV band. The original Chandra images
are shown on the left; the modeled images of these galaxies to be obtained in the 4-year all-sky survey are shown on the right.
The modeled images were convolved with a Gaussian (1σ) ≈ 10′′ in width to smooth out the statistical Poissonian noise.

with a factor of ∼2 lower star formation rate and
located a factor of ∼2–3 closer, the contribution from
the most luminous sources can be resolved. Note that
the example of the Antennae galaxies illustrates the
most unfavorable situation—the fraction of the ultra-
luminous sources within 35 Mpc located in galaxies
with comparable and higher star formation rates will
not exceed ∼20%.

CONCLUSIONS

We analyzed the main statistical properties of nor-
mal galaxies to be detected in the all-sky survey by
the eROSITA X-ray telescope of the Spectrum-X-
Gamma observatory.

(1) The expected numbers of normal late-type
(∼star-forming) and early-type (∼elliptical) galaxies
to be detected in the 0.5–2 keV (2–8 keV) band
are ∼7200–10 000 (∼300–400) and ∼8400 (∼80),
respectively. All or almost all of the galaxies enter into
the existing far-infrared (IRAS) and near-infrared
(2MASS) sky surveys. The sample of star-forming
galaxies will be approximately equivalent to that in
the IRAS catalog of infrared sources. Thus, a large

homogeneous sample of normal galaxies with mea-
sured X-ray, near-infrared, and far-infrared fluxes will
be formed as a result of the eROSITA all-sky survey.

(2) Approximately 90% of the galaxies in the
survey are located within !200–400 Mpc, with
the most probable distance (the maximum of the
differential distribution) for both types of galaxies
being ∼70–90 Mpc. Ten percent of the brightest
galaxies are located closer, at distances ∼30–40 Mpc,
while 10% of the faintest galaxies are distributed more
uniformly up to distances !300–500 Mpc.

(3) The maxima of the luminosity distributions
dN/d log L are reached at luminosities log L ∼ 40.6
and log L ∼ 41 for star-forming and elliptical galax-
ies, respectively. Thus, star-forming galaxies with a
relatively high star formation rate, SFR ∼ 20M! yr−1,
and massive elliptical galaxies with a stellar mass
log M∗ ∼ 11.3 will be most probable in the survey.
The soft X-ray emission from the latter is attributable
mainly to a hot interstellar gas.

(4) The expected number of ultraluminous X-ray
sources (LX > 1040 erg s−1 in the 0.5–8 keV band)
in galaxies within 35 Mpc is ∼85. In this case, ∼80%
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Ultra-luminous X-ray sources 

•  ~85 sources with log(LX)>40 
within 35 Mpc 

•  ~80% of log(LX)>40 sources 
– the only ULX in a galaxy 

•  XLF of brightest ULXs may 
be possible 

•  investigation of potentially 
most exotic type of compact 
sources in galaxies 
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The End 


